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Gaunt. Angelic goodness! I must fairly win it. Joanna. I think I know his voice that crieth out, 'Who will inswer for him?' An honest and loyal man's, one \vho would :ounsel and save me in any difficulty and danger. With what Measure and satisfaction, with what perfect joy and confidence, lo I answer our right-trust}- and well-judging friend!
'Let Lancaster bring his sureties/ say you, 'and we separate,*
l moment yet before wre separate ; if I might delay you so long,
3  receive  your  sanction   of  those   sureties ;   for in such grave
latters it would ill become us to be overhasty.    I could bring
fty, I could bring a hundred, not from among soldiers, not from
210ng countries, but selected from yourselves, were it equitable
id fair to show such partialities, or decorous in the parent and
iardian of a king to offer any other than herself.
Raised by the hand of the Almighty from amidst you, but still
le of you, if the mother of a family is a part of it, here I stand,
irety for John of Gaunt, Duke of Lancaster, for his loyalty and
legiance.
Gaunt (running toward Joanna).   Are the rioters then bursting to the chamber through the windows?
Joanna. The windows and doors of this solid edifice rattled ,d shook at the people's acclamation. My word is given for >u: this was theirs in return. Lancaster! what a voice have =t people when they speak out! It shakes me with astonishing almost with consternation, while, it establishes the throne: iat must it be when it is lifted up in vengeance! Gaunt. Wind ; vapour . .
Joanna.    . . Which none can wield nor hold.   Need I say this my cousin of Lancaster?
Gaunt.   Rather say, madam, that there   is   always   one   star yve which can tranquillize and control them. Joanna.    Go, cousin! another time more sincerity! jaunt.   You have this day saved my life from the people: for •ow see my danger better, when it is no longer close before me, r Christ! if ever I forget . .

